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DAVID KAPLAN1

ON THE LOGIC OF DEMONSTRATIVES

In this paper,I propose to outline briefly a few resultsof my investigations
into the theory of demonstratives:words and phraseswhose intension is
determinedby the contexts of their use. Familiarexamplesof demonstratives are the nouns 'I', 'you', 'here', 'now', 'that', and the adjectives'actual'
and 'present'.It is, of course, clearthat the extension of 'I' is determined
by the context - if you and I both say 'I' we referto different persons.
But I would now claim that the intension is also so determined.The
intension of an 'eternal'term (like 'The Queen of Englandin 1973') has
generallybeen taken to be representedby a function which assignsto each
possible world the Queen of Englandin 1973 of that world. Such functions
would have been called individualconcepts by Carnap.It has been thought
by some - myself among others - that by analogy,the intension of 'I'
could be representedby a function from speakersto individuals(in fact,
the identity function). And similarly,that the intensions of 'here'and 'now'
would be representedby (identity) functions on places and times. The role
of contextual factors in determiningthe extension (with respectto such
factors) of a demonstrativewas thought of as analogousto that of a possible
world in determiningthe extension of 'The Queen of Englandin 1973'
(with respect to that possibleworld). Thus an enlargedview of an intension
was derived.The intension of an expressionwas to be representedby a
function from certainfactors to the extension of the expression(with
respect to those factors). Originallysuch factors were simply possible
worlds, but as it was noticed that the so-calledtense operatorsexhibited a
structurehighly analogousto that of the modal operators,the factorswith
respect to which an extension was to be determinedwere enlargedto
include moments of time. Whenit was noticed that contextual factors
were requiredto determinethe extension of sentences containingdemonstratives,a still more generalnotion was developedand called an 'index'.
The extension of an expressionwas to be determinedwith respect to an
index. The intension of an expressionwas that function which assignedto
every index, the extension at that index. Hereis a typical passage.
Journalof PhilosophicalLogic 8 (1978) 81-98.All RightsReserved.
Copyrighta 1978 by DavidKaplan.
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The above examplesuppliesus with a statementwhose truth-valueis not constantbut
variesas a function of i aeI. Thissituationis easily appreciatedin the context of timedependentstatements;that is, in the case where I representsthe instantsof time.
Obviouslythe samestatementcan be true at one moment and falseat another.For
more generalsituationsone must not think of the i EI as anythingas simpleas
instantsof time or even possibleworlds.In generalwe will have
i = (w,t,p,a,

.. .)

forexample,w is a world,t is a time,
wherethe indexi hasmanycoordinates:
p = (x, y, z) is a (3-dimensional)position in the world,a is an agent, etc. All these
coordinatescan be varied,possiblyindependently,and thus affect the truth valuesof
statementswhich have indirectreferenceto these coordinates.(Fromthe Adviceof a
prominentlogician.)

A sentence 4 was taken to be logically true if true at every index
(in every 'structure'),and Ol was taken to be true at a givenindex (in a
given structure)just in case / was true at every index (in that structure).2
Thus the familiarprincipleof modal generalization:if I=, then aoo,is
validated.
This view, in its treatmentof demonstratives,now seems to me to have
been technicallywrong (though perhapscorrectableby minor modification) and, more importantly,conceptually misguided.
Considerthe sentence
(1)

I am here now.

It is obvious that for many choices of index - i.e. for many quadruples
(w, x, p, t) where w is a possibleworld, x is a person,p is a place, and t is a
time - (1) will be false. In fact, (1) is true only with respect to those
indices (w, x, p, t) which are such that in the world w, x is located at p at
the time t. Thus (1) faresabout on a parwith
(2)

DavidKaplanis in Los Angeles on April 21, 1973.

(2) is contingent, and so is (1).
But here we have missed somethingessential to our understandingof
demonstratives.Intuitively, (1) is deeply, and in some sense universally,
true. One need only understandthe meaningof (1) to know that it cannot
be uttered falsely. No such guaranteesapply to (2). A Logic of
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Demonstrativeswhich does not reflect this intuitive differencebetween (1)
and (2) has bypassedsomethingessentialto the logic of demonstratives.
Hereis a proposed correction.Let the class of indices be narrowedto
include only the proper ones - namely, those (w, x, p, t) such that in the
world w, x is located at p at the time t. Such a move may have been
intended originallysince improperindices are like impossibleworlds;no
such contexts could exist and thus there is no interest in evaluatingthe
extensions of expressionswith respectto them. Our reformhas the
consequencethat (1) comes out, correctly, to be logically true. Now
consider
(3)

EI am here now.

Since the contained sentence (namely (1)) is true at every properindex, (3)
also is true at every properindex and thus also is logically true. (As would
be expected by the aforementionedprincipleof modal generalization.)
But (3) should not be logicallytrue, since it is false. It is certainlynot
necessarythat I be here now. But for severalcontingencies,I would be
workingin my gardennow, or even writing this in a location outside of
Los Angeles.
Perhapsenough has now been said to indicate that there are difficulties
in the attempt to assimilatethe role of a context in a logic of demonstratives to that of a possible world in the familiarmodal logics or a moment
of time in the familiartense logics.
I believe that the source of the difficulty lies in a conceptual confusion
between two kinds of meaning.RamifyingFrege'sdistinction between sense
and denotation, I would add two varietiesof sense: content and character.
The content of an expressionis always taken with respect to a given context
of use. Thus when I say
(4)

I was insulted yesterday.

a specific content - what I said - is expressed.Your utteranceof the same
sentence, or mine on another day, would not expressthe same content.
Whatis importantto note is that it is not just the truth value that may
change;what is said is itself different.Speakingtoday, my utteranceof (4)
will have a content roughly equivalentto that which
(5)

David Kaplanis insulted on April 20, 1973.
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would have spoken by you or anyone at any time. Since (5) contains no
demonstratives,its content is the same with respect to all contexts. This
content is what Carnapcalled an 'intension' and what, I believe, has been
often referredto as a 'proposition'.So my theory is that different contexts
for (4) producenot just different truth values,but different propositions.
Turningnow to character,I call that component of the sense of an
expressionwhich determineshow the content is determinedby the context,
the 'character'of an expression.Just as contents (or intensions) can be
representedby functions from possible worlds to extensions, so characters
can be representedby functions from contexts to contents. The character
of 'I' would then be representedby the function (or rule, if you prefer)
which assignsto each context that content which is representedby the
constantfunction from possible worlds to the agent of the context. The
latter function has been called an 'individualconcept'. Note that the
characterof 'I' is representedby a function from contexts to individual
concepts, not from contexts to individuals.It was the idea that a function
from contexts to individualscould representthe intension of 'I' which lead
to the difficulties discussedearlier.
Now what is it that a competent speakerof Englishknows about the
word 'I'? Is it the content with respect to some particularoccasion of use?
No. It is the characterof 'I': the rule italicized above. Competentspeakers
recognizethat the properuse of 'I' is - loosely speaking- to referto the
speaker.Thus, that component of sense which I call 'character'is best
identifiedwith what might naturallybe called 'meaning'.
To return,for a moment, to (1). The character(meaning)of (1)
determineseach of the following:
(a)

In different contexts, an utteranceof (1) expressesdifferent
contents (propositions).

(b)

In most (if not all) contexts, an utteranceof (1) expresses
a contingent proposition.

(c)

In all contexts, an utteranceof (1) expressesa true
proposition(i.e. a propositionwhich is true at the world of
the context).

On the basis of (c), we might claim that (1) is analytic(i.e. it is true solely
in virtueof its meaning).Although as we see from (b), (1) rarelyor never
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expressesa necessaryproposition.This separationof analyticity and
necessity is made possible - even, I hope, plausible- by distinguishingthe
kinds of entities of which 'is analytic'and 'is necessary'are properly
predicated:characters(meanings)are analytic, contents (propositions) are
necessary.
The distinction between characterand content was unlikely to be
noticed before demonstrativescame underconsideration,because
demonstrative-freeexpressionshave a constant character,i.e. they express
the same content in every context. Thus, characterbecomes an uninteresting complicationin the theory.
Though I have spoken above of contexts of utterance,my primary
theoretical notion of content with respect to a context does not require
that the agent of the context utter the expressionin question. I believe
that there are good reasonsfor taking this more generalnotion as
fundamental.
I believe that my distinctionbetween characterand content can be used
to throw light on Kripke'sdistinctionbetween the a-prioriand the
necessary.Although my distinctionlies more purely within logic and
semantics,and Kripke'sdistinctionis of a more generalepistemic metaphysical character,both seem to me to be of the same structure.(I leave
this remarkin a rathercryptic state.)
The distinction between content and characterand the relatedanalysis
of demonstrativeshave certainlybeen foreshadowedin the literature
(though they are original-with-me,in the sense that I did not consciously
extract them from priorsources). But to my knowledge they have not
previouslybeen cultivatedto meet the standardsfor logical and semantical
theories which currentlyprevail.In particular,Strawson'sdistinction
between the significance(meaningfulness)of a sentence and the statement
(proposition) which is expressedin a given use is clearlyrelated.Strawson
recognizesthat such sentencesas 'The present King of Franceis now bald'
may express different propositionsin different utterances,and he
identifies the meaningfulnessof the sentencewith its potential for
expressinga true or false propositionin some possible utterance.Though
he does not explicitly discussthe meaningof the sentence, it is clearthat
he would not identify such a meaningwith any of the propositions
expressedby particularutterances.UnfortunatelyStrawsonseems to regard
the fact that sentences containingdemonstrativescan be used to express
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different propositions as immunizingsuch sentences againsttreatment by
'the logician'.
In order to convince myself that it is possible to carryout a consistent
analysisof the semanticsof demonstrativesalong the above lines, I have
attemptedto carrythrough the programfor a versionof first order
predicatelogic. The result is the following Logic of Demonstratives.
If my views are correct, the introduction of demonstrativesinto
intensionallogics will requiremore extensive reformulationthan was
thought to be the case.
THE LOGIC OF DEMONSTRATIVES

The LanguageLD is based on first-orderpredicatelogic with identity and
descriptions.We deviate slightly from standardformulationsin using two
sorts of variables,one sort for positions and a second sort for individuals
other than positions (hereaftercalled simply 'individuals').
PrimitiveSymbols for Two SortedPredicateLogic
0.
1.

Punctuation:(,)
(i) An infinite set of individualvariables: 7
(ii) An infinite set of position variables:

2.

(i) An infinite numberof m-n-placepredicates,for all
naturalnumbersm, n
(ii) The 1-0-placepredicate: Exist

(iii) The 1-1-placepredicate: Located
3.

(i) An infinite numberof m-n-placei-functors(functors
which form terms denoting individuals)
(ii) An infinite numberof m-n-placep-functors(functors
which form termsdenoting positions)

4.

Sentential Connectives: A, v, i,-,

5.

Quantifiers: V, 3

6.

Definite DescriptionOperator: the

7.

Identity: =

-+
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PrimitiveSymbols for Modal and TenseLogic
8.

ModalOperators: O,0

9.

Tense Operators: F (it will be the case that)
P (it has been the case that)
G (one day ago, it was the case that)

Symbolsfor the Logic ofDemonstratives
Pn'rimitive
10.

Three one place sententialoperators:
N (it is now the case that)
A (it is actually the case that)
Y (yesterday, it was the case that)

11.

A one place functor: dthat

12.

An individualconstant (0-0-placei-functor): I

13.

A position constant (0-0-placep-functor): Here

The well formed expressionsare of three kinds: formulas,position terms
(p-terms)and individualterms(i-terms).
1.

(i) If aE 7,
(ii) If aE

7^,

then caisani-term
then a is a p-term

2.

If i is an m-n-placepredicate,al ... am arei-terms, and
x ... 3,Parep-terms, then rral ... amxl ...-n is a formula.

3.

(i) If i is an m-n-placei-functor,al ... am, P1 -...as in 2., then rla1 .. .
... n,is an i-term.
a,,m
(ii) If n is an m-n-placep-functor, at. .. am, 01.as in 2., then ral ... am(3 n is a p-term.
..(,
If 4, a are formulas,then (k A 4), (4 v 4), -1, (

4.

(k o-)

j,
,

4~),

are formulas.

5.

If 4 is a formulaand a E a U
formulas.

6.

If pis a formula,then

, then Va4', 3a# are

(i) if aE /, then

the a 4' is an i-term.

(ii) ifaE ~,then

thea4'

isap-term.
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7.

is a
If both at,3 areeitheri-termsor p-terms,thena = P3
formula.

8.

If 4 is a formula,thenOl, 0Z areformulas.

9.
10.

If 9 is a formula,thenF#, Pb, Gp areformulas.
If q is a formula,thenN4, A4, Yqareformulas.

11.

(i) If a is an i-term,then dthata

is ani-term.

(ii) If a is a p-term,then dthata

is a p-term.

Semanticsfor LD
a is an LD Structureiff thereare
DEFINITION.
X'a.9-Y
that
'

such

1.
2.

7' is a non-emptyset (the set of contexts,see 10 below).

3.

If c E

4.
5.

, then

(i) CAE '
(ii) cT,E

(the timeof c).

(iii) cp E 9

(thepositionof c).

(iv) cw E 7

(the worldof c).

(theagentof c).

afis a non-emptyset (the set of worlds).
see 9 below).
f is a non-emptyset (the set of all individuals,

6.

9 is a non-emptyset (the set of positions;commonto all
worlds).

7.

F-is the set of integers(thoughtof as the times;common
to allworlds).
f is a functionwhichassignsto eachpredicateandfunctor
intensionas follows:
an appropriate

8.

predicate,Yn is a functionsuchthat
(i) If A is an m-n-place
for eacht EY- andwE ,,(tw) C (,m x n).
(ii) If t is anm-n-placei-functor,.4 is a functionsuchthat
for eachtE rand wE :#;

{t})ymyn,)
(,(tw>E(WU
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(Note: t is a completely alien entity, in neither Z nor 9,
which representsan 'undefined'value of the function. In a
normalset theory we can take t to be { /, 9}.)
(iii) If 7 is an m-n-placep-functor, Y, is a function such that
for each tE
and wE
J,(tw)E (F U (t}))m X n)
',

9.

i E ' iff 3t E Y 3w E

10.

If cE

11.

If (i p) E iLocated(tw), then (i) E JExiststw).

7,

then (CA Cp)E

"(i) EyExists(W).
Located (CT CW)

Truthand Denotation in a Context
Wewrite:

for

whentaken inthe context c (underthe
assignmentf and in the structure91)is true
with respect to the time t and the world w.

for

Thedenotation of a when taken in the
context c (under the assignmentf and in the
structure9) with respect to the time t and
the world w.

eftw

.
Wewrite:

laIa,

In generalwe will omit the superscript'9i' and we will assumethat the
structure9 is (~,~,r
,).
DEFINITION.fis an assignment(with respect to (c

1 E
3f1f2(fi

&&f2
f2 E

'/a7''-Y"

)) iff

& f=f1 Uf2).

DEFINITION.f~ = (f~ {(ao
x)} (i.e. the assignmentwhich
f(a))}) U {(ao
is just like f except that it assignsx to a).
For the following recursivedefinitions, assumethat c E
assignment,tE -, and wE Y/.
1.

If a is a variable,Ila ore = f(a).

2.

... am[1 -...
aMwar
-,
cftw

iff

... IInIcjt )

EaJ(tw).

(laIcmr

3.

',

fis an

If a is neither I nor Here(see 12, 13 below), then
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lPi1

* *..am 1

* *tncftw

)),if none of
Iejtw
Icftw... If3n
jn(tw)((lal
are
3fw
t
laICrfwII;t,
It, otherwise.
j(i) cftw
cftw ,& cftw O.
(^ q ) iff
t-

4.

(ii) 1cftw -m

iff

P.
~H=
cftw

etc.
5.

(i) IfaEY-i,

then

(ii) If aE Y,

then

Vak

=
cftw
cftw

Va

~' -

iff

V ei~

iff

V, E &

f=

.

Cfftw

~

.

cfptw

Similarlyfor 3a#.
(i) If aE T'i,

6.

then

Ithea~Ictw

the unique i E

=

St,

7

such that =-

7.
8.

(i) )

9.

10.

iff

II01cf.w.

Vw' Eae

ft w '

.

a,

(ii) 1=
cftw O

iff

3w'E

Fp
(i) 1=
cftw

iff

'
3t' E Ysuch that t'> t and

Pb
(ii) 1=
cftw

iff

(iii) I-G
cftw

iff

(i) 1=
NM
cftw

iff
iff

),
Yq
(ii) =
ciftrw

iff

cftw

:t'

E

Th=w
cftw '

-such

.

that t' < t and

cf(t - i)w

t- )w"
4.
cfc w

T

A4

(ii)

11.

O~

k, if there is such.

otherwise.

(ii) Similarlyfor a.E ,.
a= P
iff
IalCVCftw
efft w

ef f tw

.
)-w
1=
b.
cf(cT-1)w
cftcw

Idthat alctxw = laIcfTeCW
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12.

= CA.
IlIcfetw

13.

IHereIctw = cp.

91

Remark 1. Expressionscontainingdemonstrativeswill, in general,
express different concepts in different contexts. We call the concept
expressedin a given context, the Content of the expressionin that context.
The Content of a sentence in a context is, roughly,the propositionthe
sentence would express if uttered in that context. This descriptionis not
quite accurateon two counts. First, it is important to distinguishan
utterance from a sentence-in-a-context.The formernotion is from the
theory of speech acts, the latter from semantics.Utterancestake time, and
utterancesof distinct sentences can not be simultaneous(i.e. in the same
context). But in order to develop a logic of demonstrativesit seems most
naturalto be able to evaluateseveralpremissesand a conclusionall in the
same context. Thus, the notion of # being true in c and 9 does not require
an utteranceof 4. In particular,CAneed not be uttering# in cw at cT.
Second, the truth of a propositionis not usually thought of as dependent
on a time as well as a possibleworld. The time is though of as fixed by the
context. If f is a sentence, the more usual notion of the proposition
expressedby q-in-cis what is here called the Content of Nk in c.
WhereF is either a term or a formula,we write: {F)?}

for

the Content of F in the context c (under the assignmentfand
in the structure9).
DEFINITION. (i) If 4 is a formula, {q}cf= that function which assigns
to each t E .Y and w E
Truth if
and
Falsehood otherwise.

,,

(ii) If a is a term, {a}cr = that function which assignsto
each tE -and w E ', laletw
Remark2.

4 iff {q}}(tw)= Truth. Roughly speaking,the

Cftw

sentence c takentin the context c is true with respect to t and w iff the
proposition expressedby q-in-the-context-cwould be true at the time t
if w were the actual world. In the formal developmentof pages89 and 90 it
was smoother to ignore the conceptualbreakmarkedby the notion of
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Content in a context and to directly define truth in a context with respect
to a possible time and world. The importantconceptual role of the notion
of Content is partiallyindicatedby the following two definitions.
DEFINITION.4 is true in the context c (in the structure9I) iff for every
assignmentf, ({gf}(cT, cw) = Truth.
DEFINITION.# is valid in LD (j4) iff for every LD structure91, and
every context c of , 4 is true in c (in 91).
= dthat a), kN (Located I, Here),
Remark 3.
I,
=Exist
-(a
~ O (a = dthat a), ~
O(Exist I). In the
OlN(LocatedI, Here),~
converse directionwe have the usual resultsin view of the fact that

DEFINITION.If a1 . .. a, are all the free variablesof 4 in alphabetical
order, then the closureof q = ANVa1 ... a,n.
DEFINITION.4 is closed iff 4 is equivalentto its closure (in the
sense of Remark12, below).
Remark4. If 4 is closed, then # is true in c (and 9) iff for every
p.
assignmentf, time t, and world w i
Cftw

DEFINITION.Where1 is either a term or a formula,the Content of F in
the context c (in the structure91) is stable iff for every assignmentf,
for all t, t', w,
{F})a is a constant function. (i.e., {F}f,(tw) =
{F}ef(t'w'),
w' in9).
Remark5. Where4 is a formula,a is a term, and P3is a variable,each of
the following has a stable Content in every context (in every structure):
AN#, dthat a, 3, I, Here.
If we were to extend the notion of Content to apply to operators,we
would see that all demonstrativeshave a stable Content in every context.
The same is true of the familiarlogical constants althoughit does not hold
for the modal and tense operators(not, at least, accordingto the foregoing
development).
Remark 6. That aspect of the meaningof an expressionwhich determines
what its Content will be in each context, we call the Characterof the
expression. Although a lack of knowledgeabout the context (or perhaps
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about the structure)may causeone to mistakethe Content of a given
utterance,the Characterof each well formed expressionis determinedby
rules of the language(such as 1-13 pages 89-91 above) which arepresumablyknown to all competent speakers.Ournotation '{) }e' for the
Content of an expressiongivesa naturalnotation for the Characterof an
expression,namely '{q}'.
DEFINITION.Where1 is either a term or a formulathe Characterof f is
that function which assignsto each structure91, assignmentf, and context
c of9, {},.
DEFINITION.WhereI is either a term or a formula,the Characterof f is
stable iff for every structure91,and assignmentf the Characterof F
(underfin 9) is a constant function. (i.e. {}~f, = {}~f, for all c, c' in91).
Remark 7. A formulaor term has a stable Characteriff it has the same
Content in every context (for each 1, f).
Remark 8. A formulaor term has a stable Characteriff it contains no
essential occurrenceof a demonstrative.
Remark9. The logic of demonstrativesdeterminesa sub-logicof those
formulasof LD which contain no demonstratives.These formulas(and
their equivalentswhich contain inessentialoccurrencesof demonstratives)
are exactly the formulaswith a stable Character.The logic of demonstratives bringsa new perspectiveeven to formulassuch as these. The sub-logic
of LD which concernsonly formulasof stable Characteris not identical
with traditionallogic. Even for such formulas,the familiarPrincipleof
Necessitation:if Q,then IOU, fails. And so does its tense logic
counterpart:if =Q, then = (I P 1 A 1 F 1 A q). From the
perspectiveof LD, validity is truth in every possiblecontext. For traditional
logic, validity is truth in every possible circumstance.Each possible context
determinesa possible circumstance,but, it is not the case that each possible
circumstanceis part of a possiblecontext. In particular,the fact that each
possible context has an agent impliesthat any possible circumstancein
which no individualsexist will not form a partof any possible context.
WithinLD, a possible context is representedby (9, c) and a possible
circumstanceby (9, t, w). To any (9, c), there corresponds(91, cT, cw).
But it is not the case that to every (91, t, w) there exists a context c of 91
such that t = cT and w = cw. The result is that in LD such sentences as
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3x Exist x, and Bx3p Locatedx, p are valid, although they would
not be so regardedin traditionallogic. At least not in the neo-traditional
logic that countenancesempty worlds. Using the semanticaldevelopments
of pages 88-91, we can define this traditionalsense of validity (for formulas which do not contain demonstratives)as follows. First note that by
Remark7, if k has a stable Character
cftw

&

iff

9.
c'ftw

Thus for such formulaswe can define,
Sis true at tw (in 91) iff

for every assignmentf and every context c
cftw

The neo-traditionalsense of validityis now definable as follows,
4 iff for all structures91,times t, and worlds w, ) is true at tw (in 9).
(Properlyspeaking,what I have calledthe neo-traditionalsense of validity
is the notion of validity now common for a quantified S5 modal tense logic
with individualvariablesrangingover possible individualsand a predicate
of existence.) Addingthe subscript'LD' for explicitness, we can now state
some results.
(i)

If 1 contains no demonstratives,if Ir,

(ii)

~

LD

~:x Exist x, but ~

T

then

I=

$.

3x Exist x.

Of course 03x Exist x is not valid even in LD. Nor are its counterparts, j F l 3x Exist x and Pl BxExistx.
This suggeststhat we can transcendthe context oriented perspectiveof
LD by generalizingover times and worlds so as to capturethose possible
circumstances(9, t, w)which do not correspondto any possible contexts
(91, c). We have the following result.
(iii)

If k contains no demonstratives

t

iff

D

A5^).

Although our definition of the neo-traditionalsense of validity was
motivatedby considerationof demonstrative-freeformulas,we could
apply it also to formulascontainingessential occurrencesof demonstratives.
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To do so would nullify the most interestingfeaturesof the logic of
demonstratives.But it raisesthe question, can we expressour new sense of
validity in terms of the neo-traditionalsense. This can be done:
(iv)
iff
AN#.
Remark10. Rigid designators(in the sense of Kripke)areterms with a
stable Content. Since Kripkedoes not discussdemonstratives,his examples
all have, in addition, a stable Character(by Remark8). Kripkeclaims that
for propernames a, ( it may happen that a = (, though not a-priori,is
neverthelessnecessary.This, in spite of the fact that the namesa, ( may be
introducedby means of descriptionsa', P3'for which a' = (' is not
necessary.An analogoussituation holds in LD. Let a', 3'be definite
descriptions(without free variables)such that a' = (' is not a-priori,
and considerthe rigidterms dthat a' and dthat 3' which are
formed from them. We know that = (dthat a' = dthat P' -+ a' = ('). Thus,
if a' = (' is not a-priori,neither is dthat a' = dthat P'. But, since
= [dthat a' = dthat ('
OE(dthata' = dthat (3)], it may happen that
dthat a' = dthat (' is necessary.The conversesituation can also be illustratedin LD. Since (a = dthat a) is valid (see Remark3), it is surely
capableof being known a-priori.But if a lacks a stable Content (in some
context c), O(a = dthat a) will be false.
Remark 11. Ouro-o-place i-functorsarenot propernames,in the sense
of Kripke,since they do not have a stable Content. But they can easily be
convertedby means of the stabilizinginfluence of dthat. Even dthat a
lacks a stable Character.The process by which such expressionsare
convertedinto expressionswith a stable Characteris 'dubbing'- a form of
definition in which context may play an essentialrole. The meansto deal
with such context indexed definitions is not availablein our object
language.
There would, of course, be no difficulty in supplementingour language
with a syntactically distinctiveset of o-o-placei-functorswhose semantics
requiresthem to have both a stable Characterand a stable Content in every
context. Variablesalreadybehave this way, what is wanted is a class of
constantsthat behave, in these respects,like variables.
The difficulty comes in expressingthe definition. My thought is that
when a name, like 'Bozo', is introducedby someone saying,in some
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context c*, 'Let's call the Governor,"Bozo"', we have a context indexed
definition of the form: A = c*a, whereA is a new constant (here, 'Bozo')
and a is some term whose denotation depends on context (here, 'the
Governor').The intention of such a dubbingis, presumably,to induce the
Such a clause givesA a stable
semanticalclause: for all c, (A }~f= C,*f.
{a}
Character.The context indexing is requiredby the fact that the Content of
a (the 'definiens') may vary from context to context. Thus the same
semanticalclause is not induced by takingeither A = a or even
A = dthat a as an axiom;
I think it likely that such definitions play a practically(and perhaps
theoretically) indispensablerole in the growth of language,allowingus to
introduce a vast stock of names on the basis of a meagerstock of demonstrativesand some ingenuity in the stagingof demonstrations.
Perhapssuch introductionsshouldnot be called 'definitions' at all, since
they essentiallyenrich the expressivepower of the language.Whata
namelessman may expressby 'I am hungry'may be inexpressiblein remote
contexts. But once he says 'Let's call me "Bozo" ' his Content is accessible
to us all.
Remark12. The strongestform of logical equivalencebetween two
formulas4 and t' is samenessof Character,{@}= {4'}. This form of
synonymy is expressiblein terms of validity.
iff

[UsingRemark9 (iii) anddroppingthe condition,whichwasstatedonly
of =, we have:{p}= {@'}
to expressthe intendedrangeof applicability
iff @(4 + 4').] Sincedefinitionsof the usualkind(as opposedto
dubbings)areintendedto introducea shortexpressionas a mere
of the definedsignshouldbe
abbreviation
of a longerone, the Character
of the definiens.Thus,with LD,definitional
the sameas the Character
axiomsmusttakethe formindicatedabove.
Remark13. If 13is a variableof the samesortasthe terma but is not free

in a, then {dthata} = (the # AN(J = a)}. Thus for every formula4,there

canbe constructeda formulaP'suchthat 6'containsno occurrenceof
dthatand{} = {'}.
resemble
Remark14. Y (yesterday)andG (one dayago)superficially
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one another in view of the fact that I- (Y# +- Gq). But the formeris a
demonstrativewhereasthe latter is an iterativetemporaloperator.'One
day ago it was the case that one day ago it was the case that John yawned'
means that John yawned the day before yesterday.But 'Yesterdayit was
the case that yesterday it was the case that John yawned'is only a stutter.
POSSIBLE REFINEMENTS

(1) The primitivepredicatesand functors of first-orderpredicatelogic
are all taken to be extensional. Alternativesare possible.
(2) Many conditions might be added on .; many alternativesmight be
chosen for Y-. If the elements of Ydo not have a naturalrelationto play
the role of <, such a relationmust be added to the structure.
(3) WhenK is a set of LD formulas,K =. is easily defined in any of
the usualways.
(4) Aspects of the contexts other than cA, Cp,CT, and cw would be
used if new demonstratives(e.g. pointings,'You', etc.) were addedto the
language.(Note that the
A, P, T, Wareexternal parameters.They
subscripts
may be thought of as functions applyingto contexts, with CAbeing the
value ofA for the context c.
(5) Special continuity conditions throughtime might be added for the
predicateExists.
(6) If individualslacking positions are admitted as agents of contexts,
3(iii) of page 88 should be weakenedto cp E ~ U {t }. It would no
longer be the case that = Located I, Here. If individualsalso lacking
temporallocation (disembodiedminds?)are admittedas agents of
contexts, a similarweakeningis requiredof 3(ii). In any case it would
still be true that =ExistI.
Universityof California,Los Angeles
NOTES
SThis paperwas originallycomposedin two parts.The formalLogic of
Demonstrativeswas first presentedat the IrvineSummerInstituteon the Philosophy
of Languagein 1971. It was expandedin 1973. The initialdiscursivematerialwas
writtenon April 20, 1973 as partof a researchproposal.This paperwas intended
as a companionpiece to and progressreporton the materialin 'Dthat'.A more
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extensivepresentationoccurs in my manuscriptDemonstratives.This work was
supportedby the NationalScience Foundation.
2 Or possibly,just in case 4 was true at everyindex which differedfrom the given
index only in possibleworldcoordinate.
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